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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 

18,4 (1977) 

THE NONABSOLUTE BOUNDEDNESS MODEL OF THE THEORI OF 

SEMISETS 

Karel ČUDA, Praha 

Abstract; A common description of minimal (in a sen-
ae) models of the theory of 3emisets is given. One of the
se models is considered in detail. We prove that in this mo
del there is no semiset bijection between two natural num
bers the ratio of which is a nonstandard natural number. In 
this model we can have a semiset bijection between any two 
nonstandard natural numbers with the ratio standard. 

Key words; Absolute natural number, semiset, F-defi-
nition. 

AMS: Primary 02K10, 02K05 Ref. 2.: 2.641, 2,666 

Secondary 10N15, 26A98 

Introduction. Trie paper is the first of three papers 

concerning "minimal" models of the theory of semiset3 in it-

9elf. These models have a common description given by the 

metatheorem 1.01 below. The models are useful for investiga

ting nonstandardness in the theory of semisets; the author 

believes that the models can be useful also for mathemati

cians interested in nonstandard analysis and nonstandard mo

del of arithmetic. These are advised to look at the semisets 

as external objects and the sets as internal ones. 

Preliminaries; TSS is the weak theory of semisets (see 
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LH1). Thus, it is a theory with three sorts of variables x, 

X°, X subordinated in this order. The theory is the GCCel-

Bernays set theory with respect to the sorts x, X° and G.B. 

theory of classes with respect to the sorts x, X. 

We put: Dsg(X)=? (3X°)(X =- X°) (" X is a designated class") 

M(X) m (3 x)(X « x) (" X is a set") 

Sm(X)« (3x)(X£X) (" X is a semiset") 

Semisets are usually designated by the lower case greek le t-

ters. 

Abs(X) m (V6-S X)M(0 ) (" X is absolute") 

(FN)ar (3 X) (Vn e co) (nc l a Abs(n)) 

There is a class of all absolute (that is, finitely large or 

standard) natural numbers. 

FN M n c o ) t;Abs(n)} 

We use the notation FN rather than An (see [C 31) in accor

dance with the notation used in the alternative set theory 

(see tV] or tSl) 

DEP(X,Y)se (3R°)(X s (R°)"Y) dep(X,Y)» (3r)(X « r"Y) 

DEPd(X,Y)» (3F°,Fnc(F°))(X = depd(X,Y) m (3f,Fnc(f)) 

((F°)-1)"Y) (X = (f"X)"Y) 

These relations are often used in boolean models and proper

ties of them are wellknown (see EVH]). 

BD(A,Y) m (3Z.rA)DEP(Y,Z) bdCatS ) m O f S a)dep(€T f p ) 

"Y is bounded by A" " €? is bounded by a" 

§ 1. Common characterization of "minimal" models 

1.01 Metatheorem: Let y (0 ) be a formula (it can ha

ve some parameters) such that in TSS 4- V (where V is a suit-



able ay3tem of axioms) the following can be proved: 

i) (V e19 cp( erlf))(v ff2, «p( ff2))(3p , 9C? ))dep( e^x e2,?) 

2) (V* ,9(6/))(Va,a2 6)(3p ,9(50 ))dep(P(a -€f)fp) 

(That is: The "sy9tem" of semisets "deecribed" by 9 ie 

"clo9ed" under the carteaian product and the powerclaas of 

the complement.) Then the F-definition (see [VH1 1262) 

6* s € 

Cls* (X) * (36- , <y(6T ))DEP(X,0 )vX = 0 

Dsg* (X) = D9g(X) 

deecribee a model of TSS + (V X) ((3 a)BD(a,X)v X = 0) in 

TSS + F . This model is a submodel of the identical model 

and the designated classes (and hence also the sets) are 

absolute. 

Demonstration: To demonstrate the fact that the consi

dered definition describe9 a model, it auffice9 to prove 

that new claa9e3 are cloaed under GSdelian operationa. For 

the operationa Chv2(X), Cnv3(X), E(X), D(X) the fact we need 

ia a conaequence of the tranaitivity of DEP. To prove this 

for the operation X/*Y let ua note the following facta: 

X/^Y = Xo(VxY), DEP(XnY,XxY), DEP(VxY,Y), DEP(X,S) & 

^DEP(Y,T)-s-» DEP(XxY, SxT), dep(S , f )s? DEP(C 9<p ) and 

the property 1) of the formula <gp . To prove the required 

fact for the operation X - Y note in addition X - Y = X n 

n(V - Y), DEP(X,eT )ic a 2tf& X * V — » DEPd(¥ - X,P(a -CO) 

(cf LVH3 4107 ). 

In order to prove the validity of (VX)(3a) BD(X,a) 

in the model it aufficeg to prove that for any claas X of 

the model there ie a semiaet & of the model euch that 
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DEPCX,^ ) (absoluteness of DEP and sets). But the semisets 

having the property & are in the model. 

§ 2. The nonabsolute boundedness model 

2.01 Definitions: 1) bdn Abe(6 ) m (Vn,i Abe(n)) 

bd(b,£ ). 

2) BD-i Abs(X) » (3 tfXbdn Abs(0 )& DEP(X,0 )) v X = 0. 

Fact: BD-i Abs(X) =«> (V n,~i Abs(n) )BD(n,X)vX = 0. 

(The converse implication also holds. The reader will easi

ly prove this after reading the paper.) 

2.02 Metatheorem: The F-definition from 1.01 with 

the specification cp = bd~i Abs(8") gives an essentially 

faithful (see LVH3 1232) model of T3S + (V X)BDi Abs(X) in 

TSS. 

Remarks: 1) We will prove ( V X)BD-i Abs(X) ===> (FN). 

2) Recall that the faithfulness of a model means that 

in the model the same as in the modeled theory can be pro

ved. 

3) The formula (V X) (3 a)BD(a,X) is an easy consequ

ence of (VX)BDi Abs(X). 

Before demonstrating 2.02 let us note some facts. 

2.03 Metalemma: The formula bd(a,6') is normal (see 

[VHj 1123) in TSS. 

Demonstrat ion: b d ( a , 6 ) s ( 3 r ) ( V x e 6» ) ( 3 y € a) 

(xe rMyja rMy} £ €f ) 
2.04 Coro l l a ry : ( 3 6 ) b d n A b s ( 6 )&- , M( tf ) — » (FN). 

Proof: FN = {n; -| b d ( n , 6 ' ) l « 

2.05 C o r o l l a r y : ( V X)BD-i Abs(X) «=> (FN). 
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Demonstration of 2.02: Let us verify the properties 

1), 2) from 1.01. The property 1) is a consequence of the 

following two facts: a) For any nonabsolute natural number 

cc there is a nonabsolute natural number /3 such that 

/J2J£ oc (Abs(n)-=-» Abs(n2) see tC 31). 

b) bd(/s ,er )&bd(£,<j> ) * - * bd(/S2,6rx <p ). 

In order to verify the property 2) note that: 

a) Abs(a)«---> Abs(P(a)) (see £C 33). 

b) a3tj) & b 36' 8cdep(£> , 60 ==*-> depd(P(a -£>),P(b -S^) 

(as dep(P(a) - P(a -£>),p) (see [VHJ 4105)»o» dep(P(a) -

- P(a -$>),6 )«* depd(P(a) - P(a -£>),P(b) - P(b -#)) (see 

[VH] 4101) — + depd(P(a -p),P(b -6))). Using a), b) we ea

sily prove the property 2) in 1.01. 

Now, let us prove the validity of (V X)BD-i Abs(X) in 

the model. Let us note that any number nonattsolute in the 

sense of model is nonabsolute in the theory. (In the model 

there are fewer semisets than in the theory.) Now, let us 

prove another fact: If bd(a,€> ) holds then there is a semi-

set y £ a such that dep(̂ > ,P(6 ))& dep(6f , £>). Let bo& =-

= rMJp & (5 S a. Define the relation FgaxP(b) as follows: 

r" iQ} « {xjxca&rM x\ = cj . Put f =- rwP(6). Let 0 be 

a semiset in the model and let bd(a,6 ). P(6 ) is in the mo

del and hence bd(a,6 ) holds in the model. The validity 

(V X)BDT Abs(X) in the model is an easy consequence of the 

absoluteness of designated classes anil of the fact that se

misets with the property bdTAbs(6') are in the model. (We 

can see that if there is a nondesignated class in the model, 

the absolute numbers in the theory and in the model coincide.) 

To demonstrate that the model is essentially faithful 
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it suffices to prove that the model is the identical model 

of TSS + (VX BD-iAbs(X) in itself (see CVH1 1236). Remem

ber that (V X)BD-iAbs(X) -=-> (FN) (2.05), note that 

BD-iAbs(FN). Consequently FN is absolute. bd-fAbs^) is a 

normal formula with exactly one semiset parameter FN (2.03), 

using the absoluteness of FN and sets we obtain the absolu

teness of this formula. The assertion is now an easy conse

quence of the absoluteness of the designated classes and the 

fact that any semiset 6* having the property bd*rAbs(cT) is 

a member of the model. 

Now we give some assertions valid in the model. We pro

ve these assertions in the theory modeled. 

2.06 Theorem: (Ver )bd(n, € ) -—» ( V x,y)Appr(x,y,n + 1). 

(The definition of Appr(x,y,z) see LVH] 5304 .) 

In words: Any semiset function is a part of a set "tubeH 

with the diameter less than n + 1. 

Proof: Let ̂  be a semiset function. Let 0 = r"jD , 

'"here <p£ n. We can suppose that D(r) = n&(Vk€n)Fnc 

(rH Ik} ). We have & £ rHn. 

Remark: Using (VX)BD(n,X) we can generalize the gi

ven assertion for class functions. 

2.07 Theorem TSS + (V n, n Abs(n)) ( Vx,y)Appr(x,y,n): 

Let k be a natural number and n be nonabsolute. There is 

no class bijection between k and n.k. 

Proof: Let 6* :k«->n.k. Let r be an approximating re

lation with the diameter less than n. We have 

n.k a card(rHk)-4card(r)^(n - D.k 

which is a contradiction. 
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Remarks: 1) It was the proof of the consistence of 

2.07 with nonstandardness which led P. VopSnka to the first 

description of the considered model. 

2) For any nonabsolute natural number n and absolute 

k we can have a semiset bisection between n and n.k in the 

considered model. 
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